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THE INNOVATION REPORT

PROTECT INFORMATION & IMPROVE RESPONSES

BY INTEGRATING PLATFORMS



In this month’s edition of Technically Creative’s Innovation Report,

we explore how to better protect your information through a fully

integrated supervision system. In this scenario, our client’s

compliance team discovered an instance of an employee

attempting to circumvent security policies to get a file out of their

network. There are many cases where one group will find

something that they need to pass on to another group without

having that information leaked; in this case, a compliance officer

found a user commenting in a communication that they need to

circumvent a security policy to send someone a document.

Normally, the compliance officer would have to copy the email,

print it, and then run that over to the information security

department, eating up a lot of time and leaving the process open

to threats and leaked information. Technically Creative was

tasked with implementing a solution that would allow different

teams to share high security information that is both secure and

efficient. 

TC’s client identifies as a large, enterprise-class firm with multiple

divisions with various supervision/DLP policies and review

platforms. In this firm, different organizational groups use

different platforms for identifying events of concern for review

based on their specific perspective. These groups have multiple

systems that partially overlap in requirements, but serve

completely different functions (data loss prevention, compliance

surveillance review, incident handling, human resources, internal

audit/control room) throughout the organization. 

FEATURED CLIENT

TARGET
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In one portion of the requirements, the client

needed to be able to have their compliance

team send potential information security

concerns to their infosec team. Making

multiple copies of potential issues or secure

information could potentially lead to

dangerous leaks if someone accidentally

emails it to the wrong person, or if someone

happens to see it at the office printer; there

are too many ways this information could be

exposed. TC’s client needed a secure and

reliable solution to reduce the risk of

additional exposures, ensure a proper chain

of custody, and enforce a process put in

place to ensure the safe delivery of

information (full round trip of event in

question). 
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BACKGROUND
C L I E N T  N E E D

C L I E N T  L I M I T A T I O N S There are not many systems out on the

market that can handle an integration

between multiple teams. Having disparate

systems makes this process difficult, as these

separate teams will also have their own

separate review processes. The firm could

not leverage the same system because of

the type of data they were reviewing,

content they needed to target, and the

functionality to collect the data for review;

their systems simply could not talk to each

other, nor could they use a single platform. 
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The client had an operational requirement to

be able to share events between platforms

used by separate divisions in the

organization without the risk of outward

exposure. This also included the requirement

to ensure the data arrived and was properly

queued for the respective team.

The client’s platforms (simplified for the

purpose of this report – original project

included 5 different systems) included a

compliance supervision solution and an

infosec DLP solution. Compliance could not

operate in the infosec solution, and infosec

could not operate in the compliance solution.

The functionality in the disparate systems 

 did not meet the opposing teams’

requirements.
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B U S I N E S S
R E Q U I R E M E N T S

B U S I N E S S  D E T A I L S
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The Technically Creative team  utilized TC Oversight Controls
(TCOC) to build an integrated process that works with the
disparate systems.

It allowed compliance to set an escalation path of “Escalate to

InfoSec” for a potential infosec security breach. With TCOC’s

integration, we were able to take the escalated event into the DLP

platform and assign it to the appropriate people for review. InfoSec

was able to then follow their process as if the event originated in their

system. The client then elected to incorporate a return process,

allowing the infosec status/result of audit to flow back into the

compliance supervision platform, effectively allowing the round trip of

the event to close out the cycle for compliance as well. Further

integrations during this process included escalation paths to the

client’s legal and control room platforms; in the case of an event being

sent to infosec being a real issue, legal needed to be informed for

investigations and the control room to invoke a heightened supervision

process for the individuals in question. Our integrated approach to the

process resulted in a quicker mitigation of private firm data being sent

to non-privileged individuals, identified an unknown gap in the infosec

platform being exploited by a user, and prevented firm damage from

prevention of the information being leaked.

THE TECHNICALLY CREATIVE
SOLUTION
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Integrated Supervision – making multiple platforms across your
organization’s divisions work together for a complete supervision
process. Speed up the investigation, control, supervision, and access 
to identify and resolve issues as they arise.



Overall reduced exposure of events.

A fixed process that feeds event over between fully

integrated platforms.

Verifiable chain of custody. 

Increased efficiency. No requirement to cross-train

departments in other departments’ products, as it is not

necessary to have teams suddenly switch their products. 

Fully integrated system built with TCOC. 

Saved time and money, as there is no need to deploy new

systems and train users. 

More secure system and peace of mind. 

With the fully integrated process using TCOC, our client

experienced: 

BENEFITS & RESULTS
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
The complete list of products and services used in this

Innovation Report includes TC Oversight Controls (TCOC) and

TC's expert services to deliver success through integrated

supervision.

Leading from the front line of change and growth,  TCOC is a

set of fast and flexible micro services that compliment your

surveillance process and work with your existing business

functions and systems.  As an integrated approach to

surveillance, TCOC aims to reduce risks, costs, duplication of

effort, and provide for greater efficiency. 

Technically Creative, Inc. is simplifying technology solutions for

compliance, bringing to the table a vast and unique collection

of knowledge and skills. We're known for our product innovation,

as well as our  industry, regulatory, data, and systems

knowledge. 

Technically Creative, Inc.

845.725.7883

GetInfo@TechnicallyCreative.com

www.TechnicallyCreative.com
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For more information about Technically Creative's

professional services, visit our website or contact us at:


